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Album Recreation

For our final project in Lens Art, we were allowed to create any type of

assignment we wanted. I’ve always been fascinated by the unique art form that is album

cover design, so for my project I wanted to recreate several covers that I think are really

successful. To get started, I went through my music library, looking for albums both

which I thought were cool and would allow me to demonstrate my understanding of

DSLR camera controls. Once I had selected the albums, I took about 100 photos

consisting of subjects varying from human beings to egg shells. I then edited the RAW

files on Bridge, moved them into Photoshop, and finished out the rest of the work there.

I think as a whole the series looks pretty nice and cohesive. The colors fit

together well and the images go well in sequence. I was able to do all my Photoshop

work on my iPad Pro with an apple pencil, so I’m pretty pleased with how all the

masking and editing came out. The photography itself could have used a little work; the

white balance in “Bloom” could have been improved, and the image with 4 people

floating in the air could definitely have been planned out better, seeing as I

photographed myself for it while using a timer. Also I think the second image from the

left on the bottom row is a clear weak link. But overall I’m proud of my work.

This work is important to me because music and design are two things I’m

passionate about. This intersection of the two was something I really enjoyed working

on. The work was inspired by all the amazing, impressive album covers that I’ve seen

from designers all overs streaming platforms.
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